
ESSAY ON THE BIG CITY

Yet those who live in big cities are accustomed to the life there and find it hard to adjust in a small town or village. Long
and Short Essay on Life in a Big City in.

We cannot get pure milk and ghee. In small towns, people usually live a stable, slow and simple lifestyle,
which consists of very little changes in everyday life. We meet people who have different temparaments,
different ideas, and different ways of living and thinking. These are the sort of outings that are only possible in
a heavily-populated urban area. Houses in cities are generally well- furnished. Big city life is a constantly
changing adventurous journey, which demands a smart approach to utilization of its gifts. The city brings us
close to this world as much as the village takes us to the boundaries of the other world. There are big offices as
well as a large number of factories and mills. Siri Hustvedt starts the essay by describing, the big difference
she felt, when moving from rural Minnesota to New York City. However; for me, I prefer living in a big city
because it has many benefits and move opportunity than small town. To conclude, we may say that life in a
big city is a blend of joys and sorrows. It depends on personal opinion. They are centres of trade and
commerce. They are happily surprised, and sometimes stupefied greatly surprised to find high-rise,
multi-storeyed buildings on the two sides of broad and busy roads. What is good for one person might not be
good for another. City life is artificial. Sometimes, it may not be a rush for material comforts but even getting
the bare minimum necessities make city people lose their peace of mind. Even they are not aware of their next
door neighbor. All manner of young and old people with their families fill the main bazaars, narrow streets
and open spaces with ordinary make-shift shops or stalls to buy all sorts of articles of daily use, luxury items,
machines, and production units, locally produced or imported or even smuggled. Firstly,living in a big city can
provide us with a modern and adequate academic environment. Originally living in Houston, i got used to the
city never sleeping but once the moving began i changed my mind quickly. You know, there are so many
differences between them. So which area is better to live? Our eldest son participates in a computer club there,
while our youngest son practices photography. People in the city do not have much sympathy for others.
Others prefer to live in a big city. Each market has a large number of shops. In a big city, there are many
avenues for employment. On payment of a small fare, the buses take you from one end of the city to the other.
To begin with, cities offer a great environment for raising children, and I am a person who values family
above all else. Environment is polluted. Beauties of nature are absent. There are grand buildings, art galleries
and exhibition ground halls in cities and a city dweller can keep himself busy even by window-shopping. Get
Essay Big city have many quality schools,so students can get several benefit from modern education such as
multi-media teaching,internet and electronic library with various books and documents. Skilled, semi-skilled
and raw hands can find means of livelihood easily. Which place would you prefer to live in? A person has
different thinking and reason to choose a place for living. Life in a big city has advantages as well as
disadvantages. This is because there are more patrons, which means the performances have higher budgets to
put on better shows. Furthermore, it is easy to attend the cultural events in big cities due to the better modes of
transportation. It provides us with a lot of essential advantages such as adequate educational
environment,career chance and a good living conditions. Related essays. There are also a large number of
private doctors. Small towns offer easy access to beautiful natural scenery, but I prefer the intellectual and
cultural stimulation that my city offers. Therefore, most people prefer living in a big city to benefit these
advantages.


